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Abstract

Planning and control are two basic components of autonomous robot systems. In recent years, significant advances have
been made in both these areas. However, these developments have continued to be carried out in isolation, and the gap
between planning and control remains an important one. This article discusses the ongoing effort at Stanford University for
the extension of real-time robot control capabilities in the context of integrated robot planning and control. The goal is to
develop a layer of real-time sensor-based motion primitives that connects planning and control. The article presents the basic
models and methodologies developed for addressing this research area.
Keywords: Task-orientedrobot control; Fine motion strategies; Real-time motion planning; Integratedplanning and control;
Cooperativemobile manipulation

1. Introduction
The past decade has seen considerable progress in
robot planning and control. Efficient planning algorithms have been developed and tested on what were
previously considered very large and difficult motion
planning problems [4]. Dynamic, robust, and adaptive
control techniques have been designed and validated
for various types of robot mechanisms. Planning and
control, however, have continued to be treated as two
separate problems: planning is expected to provide
complete and precise motion descriptions, and control
is supposed to carry out the execution of these welldetermined motion tasks. This separation of planning
and control is illustrated in the two-level architecture
shown in Fig. 1. Since the role of real-time control,
in this architecture, is limited to the execution of predefined elementary tasks, the robot's interaction with
the environment only takes place at the planning level.
* Corresponding author. E-mail: ok@flamingo.stanford.edu.

Given the relatively slow time-cycle of planning algorithms, the result is a robot system with little reactivity
and limited real-time capabilities.
The development of autonomous robot systems
requires tight coupling of planning, sensing, and execution. These functions must operate together for
effective behavior in a changing and uncertain environment. One aspect of this problem concerns the
control architecture [2,6] needed for the integration
of these functionalities. The second aspect concerns
the framework within which this integration can be
accomplished. The development of such a framework
has been precisely one of the primary objectives of the
effort reported in this article. The aim is to develop
a general framework for task-oriented sensor-based
robot control, with strong emphasis on the connections with both perception and planning.
The general architecture we are pursuing is illustrated in Fig. 2. In this architecture, the connection between planning and execution relies on the integration
of a layer of real-time sensor-based action primitives.
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Fig. 1. Conventional architecture.

For each action primitive, there is a matched set of
sensing capabilities, ranging from low-level sensing to
high-level perceptual descriptions. The entire system
is a hierarchy of sensing-action loops, low-level sensing feeding low-level actions (at high rates) and highlevel perceptual descriptions feeding planning (at low
rates).
The construction of such a system relies on the design of control strategies that can deal with the robot's
object-level behavior, and the development of general
frameworks for the integration of these strategies with
global planning systems. The article presents the basic
models and methodologies developed to address these
two research areas.

2. Object-level manipulation
Robot dynamics has been viewed traditionally
from the perspective of a manipulator's joint motions, and significant effort has been devoted to the
development of joint space dynamic models and control methodologies. However, the limitations of joint

&Environ
Fig. 2. Robotic s y s t e m architecture.

space control techniques, especially in constrained
motion tasks, have motivated alternative approaches
for dealing with task-level dynamics and control. The
operational space formulation, which falls within
this line of research, has been driven by the need
to develop mathematical models for the description,
analysis, and control of robot dynamics with respect
to task behavior.
Below, we briefly discuss the various control
methodologies that have been developed within this
framework. These include: the unified motion and
force control approach; the notion of dynamic consistency in redundant manipulator control; the reduced
effective inertia property associated with macro-/
mini-manipulator systems and the dynamic coordination strategy proposed for their control; and the
augmented-object model for the control of robot systems involving multiple manipulators and the virtual
linkage model for the description and control of object internal forces in multi-grasp manipulation. We
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also describe the extension of these models to mobile
manipulator systems.
2.1. End-effector dynamics

The difficulty with joint space control techniques
lies in the discrepancy between the space where robot
tasks are specified and the space in which the control is taking place. By its very nature, joint space
control calls for transformations whereby joint space
descriptions are obtained from the robot task specifications. The task transformation problem associated
with joint space control has been the basic motivation for much of the early work in task-level control
schemes [10,18,22,31 ].
In manipulator control, higher velocities and accelerations result in higher dynamic interaction forces
between the moving links. Active compensation for
the effects of these forces is then required for achieving dynamic accuracy. Techniques for dynamic decoupiing and motion control are well developed. These
methodologies are generally based on the joint space
equations of motion of the manipulator,
A(q)it + b ( q , q) + g(q) = _r';

(1)

where q is the n joint coordinates, A(q) the n x n
kinetic energy matrix, b(q, (7) the vector of centrifugal
and Coriolis joint-forces, g(q) the gravity joint-force
vector a n d / " is the vector of generalized joint-forces.
Beyond the costly transformations it requires, joint
space control is incompatible with the requirements
of constrained tasks that involve simultaneous motion
and force control. Joint space dynamic models provide
a description of the dynamic interaction between joint
axes. However, what is needed in the analysis and design of force control algorithms is a description of the
dynamic interaction between the end effector or manipulated object and mating parts. In the absence of
such descriptions, most of the research in force control
has been driven by kinematic and static considerations.
Compliant motion control has been achieved through
the use of inner loops of position or velocity control
[29,35]. While position-based or velocity-based compliant motion control have been successfully used in
many quasi-static operations, their performance in dynamic tasks has been very limited. The limitations of
control gains associated with these techniques have
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generally resulted in slow and sluggish behavior. Hybrid position/force control [28] and non-dynamic implementations of impedance control have also resulted
in limited dynamic performance.
The basic idea in the operational space approach
[12,14] is to control motions and contact forces
through the use of control forces that act directly at
the level of the end effector. These control forces are
produced by the application of corresponding torques
and forces at the manipulator joints. High performance control of end-effector motions and contact
forces requires the construction of a model describing the dynamic behavior as perceived at the end
effector, or, more precisely, at the point on the effector where the task is specified. This point is called
the operational point. The construction of the endeffector dynamic model is achieved by expressing
the relationship between its positions, velocities and
accelerations, and the operational forces acting on
it. For a non-redundant manipulator, the operational
space equations of motion of a manipulator are [14]
A(x)Yc + tz(x, Yc) + p(x) = F,

(2)

where x is the vector of the m operational coordinates
describing the position and orientation of the effector,
A (x) the m x m kinetic energy matrix associated with
the operational space and/z(x, Jc),p(x), and F are, respectively, the centrifugal and Coriolis force vector,
gravity force vector, and generalized force vector acting in operational space,
The operational space model provides the foundation for a unified approach to task-level motion and
force control. The operational forces are produced by
submitting the manipulator to the corresponding joint
forces, using a simple force transformation. The relationship between operational forces, F, and joint
forces,/~ is
F = jT(q)F;

(3)

where J (q) is the Jacobian matrix.
The use of the forces generated at the end effector to control motions leads to a natural integration of
active force control. In the operational space framework, simultaneous control of motions and forces is
achieved by a unified command vector for controlling
both the motions and forces at the operational point.
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2.2. Unified motion~force control

With respect to linear and angular motions, the endeffector/sensor equations of motion can be written as

By the nature of coordinates associated with spatial
rotations, operational forces acting along rotation coordinates are not homogeneous to moments, and vary
with the type of representation being used (e.g., Euler angles, direction cosines, Euler parameters, quaternions). Although this characteristic does not raise any
difficulty in free motion operations, the homogeneity
issue is important in tasks where both motions and active forces are involved. This issue is also a concern
in the analysis of inertial properties. These properties
are expected to be independent of the type of representation used for the description of the end-effector
orientation.
The homogeneity issue is addressed by using the relationships between operational velocities and instantaneous angular velocities. The Jacobian matrix J (q)
associated with a given selection, x, of operational coordinates can be expressed [14] as

J(q) = E(x)Jo(q),

(4)

where the matrix Jo(q), termed the basic Jacobian,
is defined independently of the particular set of parameters used to describe the end-effector configuration, whereas the matrix E(x) is dependent on those
parameters. The basic Jacobian establishes the relationships between generalized joint velocities q and
end-effector linear and angular velocities v and w:

o I:]
=

= Jo(q)(l.

(5)

Like angular velocities, moments are defined as instantaneous quantities. A generalized operational force
vector, F, associated with a set of operational coordinates, x, is related to forces and moments by

FOAF [ '.A4
U' ] = E T ( x )

(6)

where .Y" and .M are the vectors of forces and
moments.
Compliant motion and part mating operations involve motion control in some directions and force control in the other directions. Such tasks are described
by the generalized selection matrix £2 and its complement I-2 associated with motion control and force
control, respectively [14].

Ao(x){? + txo(x, tg) + po(x) + Fcontact = F0.

(7)

The vector Fcontact represents the contact forces acting at the end effector. The unified approach for endeffector dynamic decoupling, motion, and active force
control is achieved by selecting the control structure
F0 = Fmotion + Factive-force,

(8)

where
A

¢¢

Fmotion = Ao(x)~'2Fmotion + ~O(X, O) +p0(x),

(9)

Factive_force = Ao(x)~'2Factive_force + Fsensor,

(10)

and where .~represents estimates of the model parameters.
~r
The v e c t o r s Fmotion and F*active-force represent the
inputs to the decoupled system. With perfect estimates
of the dynamic parameters and perfect sensing of contact forces (i.e., Fsensor = Fcontact), the closed loop
system is described by the following two decoupled
sub-systems:
$'2~ = .(2Fmotion,

(11)

~-3 = ~Fa*tive_forc e.

(12)

2.3. Redundancy and singularities
The joint space task transformation problem is
exacerbated for mechanisms with redundancy or at
kinematic singularities. The typical approach involves the use of pseudo- or generalized inverses
to solve an under-constrained or degenerate system
of linear equations, while optimizing some given
criterion [8,11,34]. Other inverses with improved
performance also have been investigated, e.g., the
singularity robust inverse [7,23].
The operational space control of redundant manipulators relies on two basic models: a task-level
dynamic model obtained by projecting the manipulator dynamics into the operational space, and a
dynamically consistent force~torque relationship that
provides decoupled control of joint motions in the
null space associated with the redundant mechanism.
Using this relationship, the end effector can be independently controlled by operational forces, while
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internal motions can be controlled by joint torques that
are guaranteed not to alter the end effector's dynamic
behavior.
The relationship be.tween joint torques and operational forces for redundant manipulator is [17]

F = jT(q)F + [I - jT(q)jT(q)]FO

(13)

t 7-

with
I

J(q) = A - 1(q) jT (q) A (q)

(14)

where J (q) is the dynamically consistent generalized
inverse [17] and A(q) is the pseudo-kinetic energy
matrix

A-1 (q) --_ j ( q ) A - 1 (q)jT(q).

(15)

This relationship provides a decomposition of joint
forces into two dynamically decoupled control vectors: joint forces corresponding to forces acting at the
end effector (jTF); and joint forces that only affect
internal motions, ([I - jT(q)jT(q)]Fo).
The dynamic behavior at the end effector for a redundant manipulator is obtained by the projection of
the joint-space equations of motion (1), by the dynamically consistent generalized inverse iT(q),

jT(q)[A(q)i(1 + b(q, il) + g(q) = F]
A(q)J~ + #(q, il) +p(q) : F

(16)

The above property also applies to non-redundant
manipulators, where the matrix iT(q) reduces to
j-T(q).
In addition to their impact on the control of redundant manipulators, these models have been the basis
for the development of an effective strategy for dealing with kinematic singularities [5]. With this strategy,
a manipulator at a singular configuration is treated as
a redundant system in the subspace orthogonal to the
singular direction.

2.4. Macro- / mini-manipulators
High-performance control of forces and motions
requires a robot structure to have a high mechanical bandwidth. Incoq~orating lightweight links, i.e., a
mini-manipulator, at the end of the arm can greatly
improve this bandwidth and significantly increase the
ability of the manipulator to perform fine motions.

S

Fig. 3. Inertial properties of a macro-/mini-manipulator.
The magnitudes of the inertial properties of the macro-/
mini-manipulator system, at any configuration and in any direction, are smaller than or equal to the magnitudes of the
inertial properties associated with the mini-manipulator. The
inertial properties are visualized using the belted ellipsoid
representation.

A macro-/mini-manipulator can be viewed as the
mechanism resulting from the serial combination of
two manipulators [16]. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the
manipulator connected to the ground is the macromanipulator, and the second manipulator, referred to
as the mini-manipulator, is the structure formed by
smallest distal set of degrees of freedom that span the
operational space.
The magnitude of the inertial properties of
macro-/mini-structure in a direction represented by
a unit vector w in the m-dimensional space can be
described by the scalar [17]
1
aw(A) -- (wTA_lw),
which represents the effective inertial properties in the
direction w.
Our analysis of macro-/mini-manipulator systems shows the inertial properties of these systems to possess an important characteristic: that
of reduced effective inertia. We have found that,
for all directions and configurations, the effective
inertia of a macro-/mini-manipulator system is
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bounded above by the inertia of the mini-manipulator
alone [ 17].
O-w(A) < Crw(Am),

(17)

where (Am) is the kinetic energy matrix associated
with the mini-manipulator [17].
High dynamic performance for the manipulated object task (motion and contact forces) can be achieved
with the same operational space control structure used
for non-redundant mechanisms. Minimizing the instantaneous kinetic energy, such a controller will attempt to carry out the entire task using essentially the
fast dynamic response of the mini structure. However,
given the mechanical limits on the mini structure's
joint motions, this would rapidly lead to joint limitations of the mini-structure degrees of freedom.
To allow the mini-structure's high bandwidth to be
fully utilized in wide range operations, we have proposed a dynamic coordination strategy, that uses the
system's internal motions to minimize deviation from
the midrange joint positions of the mini-manipulator.
Effective implementation of this strategy relies on preventing any effects of the internal motion from influencing the primary end-effector task. This is achieved
by implementing this strategy using the dynamically
consistent relationship between joint torques and endeffector forces of Eq. (13).

magnitude of forces is minimized. Tam et al. [32]
developed a closed chain dynamic model for a twomanipulator system with respect to a selected set
of generalized joint coordinates. Non-linear feedback and output decoupling techniques were then
used to linearize and control the system in task
coordinates.
Analyzing the inertial properties of multi-arm robot
systems, we have found an important additive property
of parallel structures. It has been shown [15] that the
inertial properties perceived at the manipulated object
are given by the sum of the inertial properties associated with each individual manipulator and the inertial
properties of the unconstrained object, all expressed
with respect to the same operational point. Centrifugal, Coriolis, and gravity forces have also been shown
to possess this additive property. Combining the dynamics of the individual manipulators and object, we
have developed the augmented object model, which
describes the dynamics at the operational point for the
multi-arm robot system.
For a set of non-redundant manipulators, the augmented object model is

Ae(x)J~ + # , ( x , Jc) +pc(x) = F .

(18)

with
N

2.5. Multi-grasp manipulation

Ae(x) = At(x) + Z

Ai(x),

Multi-ann control has also been treated as a motion coordination problem. One of the first schemes
for the control of a two-arm system [3] was organized in a master/slave fashion, and used a motion
coordination procedure to minimize errors in the relative position of the two manipulators. In another
study [38], one manipulator was treated as a "leader"
and the other as a "follower". Control of the follower
was based on the constraint relationships between the
two manipulators. In contrast, the two manipulators
were given a symmetric role in the coordination proposed by Uchiyama and Dauchez [33]. The problem
of controlling both motion and force in multi-arm
systems has been investigated by Hayati [9]. In the
proposed approach, the load is partitioned among
the arms. Dynamic decoupling and motion control
are then achieved at the level of individual manipulator effectors. In the force control subspace, the

where At(x) and Ai(x) are the kinetic energy matrices associated with the object and the ith effector,
respectively. The vectors/ze(x, x), pc(x), and F e all
have the additive property. This model has been extended to cooperative redundant manipulators [17].
In tasks involving large and heavy objects, a useful
criterion for force distribution is minimization of total
actuator activities [15]. In contrast, dextrous manipulation requires accurate control of internal forces. This
problem has received wide attention and algorithms
for internal force minimization [24] and grasp stability [21 ] have been developed. Addressing the problem
of internal force in manipulation, we have proposed a
physically based model, the virtual linkage [36], for
the description and control of internal forces and moments in multi-grasp tasks.
In this model, grasp points are connected by a
closed, non-intersecting set of virtual links. The

(19)

i=1
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along with 3N intemal moments at the spherical joints.
Internal forces in the object are then characterized by
these forces and torques in a physically meaningful
way.
The relationship between applied forces, their resultant and internal forces is
I Fres ]
IFF1N ,
Fint / = G

Fig. 4. The virtual linkage for three-grasp manipulation. The
internal forces and moments on the manipulated object are
represented by the 12-degree-of-freedomlinkage formed by
three spherical joints and three prismatic joints.
virtual linkage model is illustrated for an example
of three-arm manipulation in Fig. 4. The kinematic
structure of the virtual linkage for this manipulation
task is one in which three actuated prismatic joints
are connected by passive revolute joints to form a
closed-chain, three-degree-of-freedom mechanism. A
spherical joint with three actuators is then connected
at each grasp point to resist internal moments.
The virtual linkage: described above constitutes the
basic structure for virtual linkages with additional
grasps. Indeed, the virtual linkage model can be extended to any number of grasp points. Each additional
grasp point results i~n six new actuator degrees of
freedom which must be characterized by the virtual
linkage.
Specifically, each new grasp introduces three
internal forces and three internal moments. These are
accounted for by introducing three more prismatic
actuators and one more spherical joint to the linkage.
This is accomplished by connecting new grasp points
to existing grasp points through three actuated virtual
members and one spherical joint.
In the case of an N-grasp manipulation task, a virtual linkage model is a 6(N - l)-degree-of-freedom
mechanism that has 3(N - 2) linearly actuated members and N spherically actuated joints. Forces and moments applied at the grasp points of this linkage will
cause forces and torques at its joints. We can independently specify internal forces in the 3 ( N - 2 ) members,

(20)

where Fres represents the resultant forces at the operational point, Fint the internal forces and Fi the forces
applied at the grasp point i. G is called the grasp description matrix, and relates forces applied at each
grasp to the resultant and intemal forces in the object.
The augmented object and virtual linkage models
have been successfully used in the manipulation of
objects with three PUMA 560 manipulators [37].

2.6. Mobile manipulation
Mobile manipulation capability is key to many new
applications of robotics in space, underwater, construction, and service environments. A central issue
in the development of mobile manipulation systems is
vehicle/arm coordination.
In our approach, a vehicle/arm system is viewed
as the mechanism resulting from the serial combination of two sub-systems: a "macro" structure with
coarse, slow, dynamic responses (the mobile base), and
a relatively fast and accurate "mini" device (the manipulator). Treated as a macro/mini redundant mechanism, the vehicle/arm coordination is achieved using
the same control structure developed for fixed base
redundant manipulators. This structure relies on the
end-effector dynamic model obtained by projecting the
mechanism dynamics into the operational space, and
the dynamically consistent force~torque relationship
that provides decoupled control of joint motions in the
null space associated with the redundant mechanism.
Another important issue in mobile manipulation
concerns cooperative operations between multiple
vehicle/arm systems [1,39]. An example of cooperative operations involving multiple vehicle/arm
systems in construction tasks is illustrated in Fig. 5.
The augmented object and virtual linkage models
we developed for fixed base multi-arm robots have
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Fig. 5. Robotics in construction: Drywall.

been extended to multiple vehicle/arm systems. For
fixed base manipulation, the augmented object and
virtual linkage models have been implemented in an
architecture that requires some level of centralized
control, which is not quite suited for multiple autonomous mobile manipulation platforms.
In a multiple mobile robot system, each robot has
real-time access only to its own state. Recently, we
have developed [20] a decentralized control structure.
In this structure, the object-level specifications of the
task are transformed into individual tasks for each of
the cooperative robots. Local feedback control loops
are then developed at each grasp point. The task transformation and the design of the local controllers are
accomplished in consistency with the augmented object and virtual linkage models.
These developments are being implemented on
two autonomous mobile manipulation platforms we
have designed and built at Stanford in collaboration
with Nomadic Technologies and Oak Ridge National
Laboratories.
Each platform consists of a PUMA 560 arm
mounted on a holonomic mobile base, as shown in
Fig. 6. The PUMA manipulator is equipped with a
six-axis force sensor on the wrist, and an electric
two-fingered gripper. The base consists of three "lateral" orthogonal universal-wheel assemblies which
allow the base to translate and rotate holonomically
in relatively fiat office-like environments [25].

These robots have been used to demonstrate various operations involving arm/vehicle dynamic coordination, motion and force control, and cooperative
manipulation [19].

3. Basic fine motion primitive
Planning fine motion tasks and controlling them
are two difficult and challenging problems. A major difficulty in dealing with such tasks is associated
with uncertainties. Uncertainties in sensing and control along with tolerances in mating parts, fixtures,
and tools all contribute to uncertainty in the relative
positions of mating parts. The accommodation of uncertainties with conventional robots requires costly engineering of the workplace and tedious programming
of machines.
One of the most important attributes of any manipulation system is its ability to interact with the environment and perform fine motion tasks. Given the
greater significance of uncertainties, force control and
compliant motion control are key modalities in the development of fine motion manipulation capabilities.
An effective approach for dealing with uncertainties is
the development of fine motion primitives and sensorbased strategies, which recognize contacts when they
occur, and take advantage of them to guide the moving object towards the goal. Sensory data (typically,
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Fig. 6. Stanford mobile platforms.
force and position dma) can be used during the motion
to adapt the path to t]he actual geometry of the object,
e.g., by sliding along the surface.
With the object-level manipulation capabilities it
provides, the operational space formulation constitutes
a natural framework for the control of fine motion operations. With this approach, the user specifies motions
and compliances directly at the object level, while the
coordination and control of the various manipulators
involved in the task are performed by a transparent
dynamic controller. Because of its multi-effector ability, an operational space controller is also capable of
dealing with assemblies containing parts which span
several orders of magnitude in scale.
Objects are likely to make contact at configurations
in the surroundings of the planned configuration. Different contact configurations of mating parts results in
different reaction forces on the manipulated object. A
sensor-based strategy relies on an appropriate selection of compliant motion parameters such that, for all
possible reaction forces, the resulting motion of the
object is towards the goal.
The operational space framework provides a basic
primitive for object motion and force control. This

primitive is parametrized by compliance frames, the
operational point, generalized selection matrices, and
desired motion and forces.
F = F(Operational-point, Compliant
frame, Desired motions, Desired forces).
By selecting these parameters appropriately, one can
instantiate this basic control model in many different ways to adapt to the needs of specific tasks. Such
strategies have been explored for several tasks including insertion, face-to-face object stacking, and surface
following operations. The effectiveness of these strategies in executing constrained motion operations under
relaxed uncertainty conditions has been demonstrated
on various tasks [30].

4. Elastic band

To perform motion tasks, a robot must combine the
ability of planning motions and executing them. Since
a planned motion is based on as a priori knowledge
of the environment, it is difficult to carry out such a
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motion when uncertainties and unexpected obstacles
are to be considered. Reactive behaviors sought to deal
with dynamic environments are, by their local nature,
incapable of achieving global goals. Our investigation
of a framework to connect real-time collision avoidance capabilities with a global planning system has
resulted in a new approach based on the elastic band
concept [27].
An elastic band is a deformable collision-free path.
The initial shape of the elastic is the path generated by
a planner. Subjected to artificial forces [13], the elastic band deforms in real time to a short and smooth
path that maintains clearance from the obstacles. The
elastic continues to deform as changes in the environment are detected by sensors, enabling the robot to accommodate uncertainties and react to unexpected and
moving obstacles. An important characteristic of the
elastic band is that it preserves the global nature of the
initial trajectory since the artificial forces are applied
to the robot path instead of directly to the robot.
An elastic band is a one-dimensional continuous
solid described by a parametrized function c(s) of particle s, where s 6 [0, 1]. An elastic band involves
three artificial forces: an internal contraction force
~nt (s), a repulsive forcefext (s), and a constraint force
fconst(S). The contraction force simulates the tension
in a stretched elastic band and removes any slack in
the path, thus improving the shape of the initial path.
The repulsive force maintains the clearance of the elastic band from obstacles. The constraint force prevents
particles from moving along the elastic. The total force
applied to a particle s is
f ( s ) =Jqnt(S) +fext(S) +fconst(S).

(21)

These forces deform the elastic until equilibrium
is reached. The appearance of new obstacles or the
detection of uncertainties in the environment modify
the forces on the elastic, causing it to deform to a
new equilibrium position, as illustrated in Fig. 7. Obviously, if the changes in the environment are large,
the elastic band could fail to remain in a collision-free
path even if one exists, e.g., closing the door through
which a robot had planned to move. In such a situation, the failure is detected and the planner is recalled.
A major challenge in implementing the elastic band
framework for robots with many degrees of freedom is
achieving real-time performance. The difficulty arises
because the elastic band must remain in the free space

a)

b)

c)

ES?/
d)

e)

Fig. 7. The elastic band: (a) A path generated by a planner:
(b) application of internal contraction forces: (c) application
of both contraction and repulsion forces: (d) some unknown
obstacles on the path: (e) and (f) avoidance of the unknown
obstacles during execution.
of the robot. The determination of whether a path lies
in the free space is difficult because the generation
of the free space is computationally expensive. This
difficulty has been addressed using a representation of
the elastic band as a series of bubbles in the free space.
The key to implementing elastic bands in high dimensional configuration spaces is the bubble concept.
A bubble is a local region of the free space around
the robot configuration. Each region is computed by
examining the local freedom of the robot at a given
configuration.
For the two-degree-of-freedom robot shown in
Fig. 8, the bubble denoted B ( x ) at a given configuration x can be defined by the circle centered at
that configuration with a radius p(x), that represents
the shortest distance between the robot at x and the
obstacles in the environment.
B ( x i ) = {x: ]Ix - x i l l < p(x)}.

(22)

With bubbles, an elastic band is represented by a
finite series of bubbles, constructed from a series of
configurations or via points for the robot. To ensure
that a collision-free path can be generated between the
via points, we impose that bubbles at consecutive via
points overlap.
This bubble representation of an elastic band has
the desirable property that the complexity of the representation is related to the complexity of the situation.
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/i
x

b)
a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 8. Bubble implementation of elastic band. As an obstacle
moves, the bubbles also move to minimize the force on the
elastic band. If needed, bubbles are inserted and deleted to
maintain a collision free path.

When the robot is far from obstacles, the bubbles tend
to be large and can hence be spaced far apart. In contrast, if the robot is maneuvering close to an obstacle
then the bubbles would be smaller and more bubbles
are required to describe the elastic band.
Bubbles can be generated efficiently for robots
with many degrees of freedom. Fig. 9 shows the configurations used to represent an elastic for a planar
six-degree-of-freedom manipulator. The configuration
space and bubbles for this example have dimension
six. In this illustration, the bubbles associated with
the particles of the elastic are not shown due to the
difficulties in displaying six-dimensional objects. Although they are not displayed, the bubbles associated
with successive particles overlap each other.
The computational effort required to generate a
bubble is dominated by the necessary distance computations. We have developed a novel algorithm for efficiently computing the distance between non-convex
objects [26]. The algorithm is based on a combination
of a hierarchical bounding representation, a simple
search routine, and a convex distance algorithm.

Fig. 9. An elastic band for a six-degree-of-freedommanipulator.
The elastic band for a manipulator deforms to avoid obstacles.

To move a robot along a path requires a timeparametrization. We have developed an incremental
time-parametrization algorithm that generates a discrete approximation to the time-optimal trajectory.
The generation of the parametrization can be overlapped with the motion of the robot, effectively
eliminating the time-cost of the algorithm.
This approach has been experimentally demonstrated on two PUMA 560 manipulators operating in
a shared environment [26].

5. Conclusion
In this article, we have presented the various models
and methodologies developed in the operational space
framework for providing robot systems with objectlevel manipulation capabilities. These capabilities are
the basis for the development of fine motion primitives and sensor-based compliant motion strategies
for generic part mating operations. We have also presented the elastic band, which constitutes an effective
framework to deal with real-time collision-free motion control for a robot operating in an evolving environment. Implemented as a real-time servo-loop, an
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elastic band provides many o f the benefits of reactive
systems without sacrificing global planning.
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